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Abstract: Organized crime is one of the greatest challenges which modern state is 
facing today. In contemporary era, the circle of activities that can be classified as or-
ganized crime has gained new dimensions and ranges of expression. States faced with 
the phenomenon of organized crime engage their capabilities by applying various 
measures and activities intended to prevent threats to national security. Even though 
in the scientific and professional community there are different dilemmas relating to 
organized crime, preventive activities have priority in countering this phenomenon 
in the opinion of the leading theorists. Appropriate and efficient functioning of the 
system of preventive measures includes engagement and aiming all of the necessary 
capabilities of the country, based on preliminary analyses and predictions. The authors 
define the most important criminal factors that cause the creation and development 
of organized criminal activity in a certain area, and which are of importance to define 
predictors. Presented and systematized predictors represent a reliable basis for further 
upgrading and identifying conditions that may contribute to the appearance of the 
phenomenon of organized crime. In this regard, the list of specific factors has not been 
exhausted due to recognition of specific areas. Specific factors also further contribute 
to the possibility of manifestation of organized crime, and increase the probability of 
the presence of organized crime in a certain area. However, dynamics and flexibility of 
organized crime to social changes require constant monitoring and updating of exist-
ing predictors for prevention and combat this phenomenon. 
Keywords: organized crime, predictors, prevention, state capabilities, law enforce-
ment.

VARIOUS DEFINITIONS OF AN ORGANIZED  
CRIME PHENOMENON

One of the many definitions of organized crime defines this phenomenon as an ideologi-
cal association of a number of persons who among them achieved a very close social interac-
tion, organized on a hierarchical basis, of at least three levels (ranks), in order to ensure profits 
and power, thanks to its participation in the illegal and legitimate activities. The position in 
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the hierarchy and position of functional specialization must be transferred from the family 
ties or friendship or rational transferred (checked), due to the skill of which the particular 
position granted. Continuity of membership includes a membership that strives to preserve 
the integrity of their organization and activities in accordance with the objectives of the orga-
nization. Competition with similar organizations should be avoided and total control should 
be achieved in certain illegal activities and to a certain area. The organization is willing to use 
violence or bribery in order to achieve the set goals. Violence is also used in order to ensure 
the discipline of members of criminal organizations. Membership has restrictive characteris-
tics, although some members may be involved in criminal activities in exceptional situations. 
There are explicit rules, verbal or written, whose application provides the threat of certain 
sanctions, including murder.2 Despite the large number of definitions of this phenomenon, we 
can see two approaches. The first approach, which is also more comprehensive, equates orga-
nized crime with any form of organization in the perpetration of criminal activities in order 
to obtain illegal profit. Second approach significantly narrower defines this concept because 
its proponents beside organizational elements consider that organized crime must include 
the characteristics of a criminal organization, its structure and way of functioning. It is also 
narrower approach because the concept of organized crime in addition to the organizational 
elements needs to include some other aggravating circumstances.3 Based on the synthesis 
definitions of this term, organized crime is defined as “permanent criminal enterprise which 
is rationally implemented in order to make profits in an illegal way and to meet certain needs 
of society (prostitution, gambling, usury, etc.), and its continuity of operation is achieved by 
using force, threats, control of monopolies and (or) the corruption of public officials”.4

ORGANIZATION OR ACTIVITY AS A DILEMMA

Based on fact that the proper definition of organized crime significantly contributes and 
facilitates its prevention and control, almost all modern states are making efforts of a precise 
and conceptually determination of this phenomenon, with the aim of finding a set of specific 
legal solutions that would prevent and curb more efficient.  The above mentioned statement is 
applicable to countries that are in the political and economic transition, i.e. countries where 
organized crime has a tendency of enlargement, but also for countries with a long and stable 
democracy based on the principles the rule of law. Among the determinations which con-
tribute to confusion on the conceptual plan, special place has the fact that the concept of 
organized crime has given at least two different meanings.

 - first, that puts in the center of the study  a group of people who take certain criminal 
activities and  to achieve their goals of establishing an appropriate organization that relies on 
a network of relationships based on subordination and hierarchy and

 - second, in which understanding of organized crime is not the answer to the question 
“when?” but “what?” - activities that can be considered as an organized crime.5

2 Abadinsky Howard, Organized crime, third edition, Nelson-Hall, Chicago, 1990, p.1-6
3 Marinković Darko, Suzbijanje organizovanog kriminala:specijalne istražne metode, Prometej, Novi Sad, 
2010, str. 19
4 Jay Albanese, North American Organised Crime, Global Crime, Vol 6, No.1, 2004, Internet http://jay-
albanese.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/AlbaneseNAorganisedcrimeglobalcrime.35194323.pdf , 
25/06/2016, p.10.
5 Ignjatović Đ.: Organizovani kriminalitete u XXI veku-kontraverze i dileme, u: Suzbijanje organizo-
vanog kriminala kao preduslov vladavine prava, zbornik radova, Institut za uporedno pravo, Beograd, 
2016, str. 17
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Table 1. The definition of organized crime in the legislation of individual states

STATE
WHO? 
(ORGANIZATION)

WHAT?
(ACTIVITY)

Bosnia and Herzegovina1

organized group of at least 
three persons, existing for a 
time

activity in the aim of com-
mitting one or more criminal 
offenses for which the law 
provides punishment of 
imprisonment of three years 
or more

Macedonia2

organized group of at least 
three persons, existing for a 
time

the realization of direct or in-
direct financial or other ma-
terial benefits as well as other 
criminal offenses for which a 
punishment of imprisonment 
of at least four years

Turkey3

organized group of at least 
three persons, existing for a 
time

illegal use, production and 
trafficking of drugs, psy-
chotropic substances and 
substances necessary for 
their manufacture, smug-
gling of weapons, ammuni-
tion, nuclear and radioactive 
material, cultural and natural 
resources, migrants and hu-
man trafficking, organs and 
tissues, forgery, fraud, money 
laundering, corruption and 
high-tech crime

From a historical point of view in European area contemplating dilemma did not exist 
until the end of the last century, as the key explanation of organized crime was in response 
to the question “what”. The exception is the Italian legislation, which is the emphasis given in 
the answer to the question “when”, and what can be justified by the fact that in Italian society 
existed various criminal groups that have had centuries of roots and whose operation among 
other things marked and killings of government officials. The provisions of the Italian legisla-
tion had an impact on legislation of other countries which has resulted in the abandonment 
of the concept of activity and move on to the concept of the organization.  On the other hand 
the introduction of the use of the term “international”, “cross-border”, “multinational” and 
“transnational” organized crime, further was hampering the search in finding an adequate 
definition of the phenomenon. In addition the United Nations had an important role in the 
search for an adequate concept of the notion of organized crime. Thus, at an international 
conference in Palermo adopted the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime6, 
which included organized crime as a structured group of three or more members face acting 
longer period of time with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes for profit. This 
approach further complicate adequate definition of organized crime as stated in the conclu-
sion that all forms of organized crime can be subsumed under the transnational, which in 
fact represents misleading because a significant volume of organized criminal activity does 

6 https://www.unodc.org/documents/middleeastandnorthafrica/organisedcrime/united_nations_con-
vention_against_transnational_organized_crime_and_the_protocols_thereto.pdf
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not have a transnational character and must not be forgotten when defining this phenom-
enon. All until now referred primarily confirms that organized crime exists as one of the 
most dangerous forms of threat to modern society. However, in order to undertake activities 
that will reduce the risk of its operation, it is extremely important that we have a clear idea 
of what is possible to mark as organized crime or in other words to comment on the above 
dilemma “who” or “what”. However, it should not be a dilemma; focus should be primarily 
on the activities. Activities of organized crime are also a factor linking members of a criminal 
organization and period of time of their operations. Otherwise, criminal organization has no 
purpose of its existence and operation.

Table 2. Characteristics of organized crime 7

CHARACTERISTICS numbers of 
authors

Stable hierarchical arrangement 16
criminal activity profits 13
Using force or threats 12
The use corruption to gain immunity 11
Illegal activities meet specific needs of the society (e.g. gambling, usury, 
prostitution)

7

Monopoly on certain “markets” 6
Limited membership 4
Not oriented ideologically 4
Specialization 3
 Conspiracy code (omerta) 3
Comprehensive planning 2

Based on the synthesized definition of this term, organized crime is defined as “perma-
nent criminal undertaking rationally implemented in order to make profits in an illegal way 
and to meet certain needs of society (prostitution, gambling, usury, etc.), and its continuity of 
operation is achieved by using of force, threats, control of monopolies and (or) the corruption 
of public officials’’.8 A more complete definition of organized crime defines this phenomenon 
as a non-ideological association of a number of persons who between them achieved a very 
close social interaction, organized on a hierarchical basis, of at least three levels (rank), in 
order to ensure profits and power, thanks to the participation in illegal and legal activities. 
Continuity of membership is understood, and members are trying to preserve the integrity of 
their organization and activity in accordance with the objectives of the organization. Trying to 
avoid competition and seeks to achieve total control in certain illegal activities, or in a certain 
area. The organization is willing to use violence or bribery in order to achieve the set goals. 
Violence is also used in order to ensure the discipline of members of criminal organizations. 
Membership has got restrictive character, although some members may be involved in activ-
ities in exceptional situations. There are explicit rules, verbal or written, whose application 
provides the threat of certain sanctions, including murder.9

7  Albanese Jаy S: North American Organised Crime, Global Crime, Taylor & Francis Group UK Vol 6, 
No.1, 2004,  p. 9, dostupno na : http://jayalbanese.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/AlbaneseNAor-
ganisedcrimeglobalcrime.35194323.pdf 
8 Albanese J.S: North American Organised Crime, Global Crime, Vol 6, No.1, 2004,  p.10, dostup-
no na: http://jayalbanese.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/AlbaneseNAorganisedcrimeglobal-
crime.35194323.pdf 
9 Abadinsky Howard. Organized crime, third edition, „Nelson-Hall”, Chicago, 1990, p.1-6
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PREDICTORS (FACTORS) OF MANIFESTATION OF ORGA-
NIZED CRIME

In scientific and professional literature in Serbia, very little attention is devoted to discus-
sions on the possibilities of forecasting future manifestations of organized crime. Taking into 
consideration the connection that can be set up and the way in which the planning of future 
activities of the competent state actors and in particular the strategic approach to combating 
criminal activities. For the purpose of forecasting predictors should be used to predict future 
trends in crime and their determination is the first and most important step in the prognosis 
of crime. In this regard, the selection of predictors is particularly significant and implies an 
adequate knowledge of criminological issues, but also a clear theoretical orientation with ad-
equate methodological basis. Because of its importance predictors must be determined on the 
basis of information previously verified from multiple sources in accordance with the relevant 
theoretical concept.10 Analysis of current trends in organized crime is important in identifica-
tion of the key factors in manifestation of organized crime. There are numerous factors which 
influence increasing of organized crime in individual countries, and on wider areas. There are 
different theories explaining crime and criminal behavior and some of them provide insight 
into organized crime. However, scientific studies have shown that the critical situation and 
circumstances responsible for expression of organized crime.11 This means that in the case 
of perpetrators of crimes in the field of organized crime special importance has situational 
factor regarding the realization of profits, but does not exclude completely personality of the 
perpetrator. Effectively combating organized crime implies knowledge of the conditions that 
contribute to its appearance and development. Therefore, it is very important to define the 
most important crime factors which cause the appearance and development of organized 
criminal activity in a certain area. The main factors which may affect the development and 
spread of organized crime in the territory of a particular country are economic framework, 
the government (executive), and law enforcement, social and technological changes12 and 
individual factors with specific characteristics of a particular country or region. Each of these 
factors has its influence in the nature and extent of organized crime in a certain area. Tech-
nological and social changes represent the possibility of “promoting” or the limits of mani-
festation of organized crime. Availability and massive use of modern technologies extend the 
operating range of criminals. Many forms of crime have improved having in mind intensive 
and fast development IT technologies which are increasingly used in crime activities (Table 
3) as well as in establishing connections and mutual communication between members of 
criminal groups. Considering the rapid development of technology and information systems, 
as well as the development of transport, it is an undoubted risk of the spread of various forms 
of threats to the security and above all organized crime, due to the great financial power and 
organizational structure of certain criminal organizations. The development of online pay-
ment system has caused new forms of cybercrime. Therefore, payment cards have become 
the subject of forging. It is one of the most widespread forms of misuse, which is expanding, 
and it is possible that it will take the form of organized cybercrime. Otherwise, high-tech 
crime is increasingly common, constantly getting new forms, crossing national boundaries 
and therefore increasingly takes the form of transnational organized crime. Otherwise, high-
tech crime is increasingly common, constantly getting new forms, crossing national boundar-

10 Ignjatović Đorđe: Metodologija istraživanja kriminaliteta: sa metodikom izrade naučnog rada, Pravni 
fakultet, Beograd, 2009, str. 49
11 Videti: Slaviša Vuković, Goran Bošković, Osnovni pristupi i mogućnosti prevencije savremenog or-
ganizovanog kriminala, Kultura polisa, posebno izdanje, Beograd, 2012, str. 49-74 
12 Jay Albanese, The Prediction and Control of Organized Crime: A Risk Assessment Instrument for 
Targeting Law Enforcement Efforts, op. cit., p.15, 
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ies and therefore increasingly takes the form of transnational organized crime. It is expected 
that the electronic communication will be used in the following period in order to purchase 
and sale of drugs, weapons, human trafficking more than ever. It is obvious expansion of 
the Internet in criminal activities such as abuse of children and juveniles for pornography. 
Consequently, organized crime groups have extended knowledge and skills which improve 
their illegal activities on a large scale. These tendencies particularly expressed in the area of 
economic and financial operations, as a criminal organization in the field of fast adapting 
the modern economic environment and the functioning internationally. The operation at an 
international level provides benefits of access to global financial flows, various criminal mar-
kets, and offshore financial centers and creates opportunities for the assessment of risk of 
criminal prosecution of specific criminal activities. Organized and transnational organized 
crime in modern environment have become a business that is rapidly evolving and whose 
achievements and fatal consequences represent a global threat against which are necessary 
comprehensive and general measures to counter this evil of modern era.13 

Table no. 3: forms of traditional and modern organized crime 14

Traditional model Contemporary model

Local gambling, trafficking heroin, 
cocaine

Online gambling (international web sites), synthet-
ic drugs (e.g. Ecstasy)

Street prostitution Prostitution and human trafficking organized 
online

Extortion and usury Extortion of big businessmen, corruption and kid-
napping of high officials of the company

Storage stolen goods Theft of intellectual property rights of software, 
CDs, DVDs

Turbulent social circumstances, such as wars or social unrest were in favor of appearance 
of organized crime. This can be easily spotted in the recent past of the Republic of Serbia and 
certain countries in its surroundings, where the wars, especially economic sanctions have 
accelerated appearance, development and strengthening of organized crime. In addition, the 
above mentioned social circumstances indicate the ability of crime to adapt to the particular 
economic situation, which flows through the “gray economy” successfully, breaks through the 
economic blockade and market supplies smuggled goods. Such situations always represent a 
latent threat to the establishment of certain links between criminal organizations and individ-
ual state authorities.15 Mentioned picture completes the transition from the state owned econ-
omy to the market economy, the transformation from social ownership and the state capital 
to the private ownership at the end of the last century. This represented a fertile ground for 
corruption and organized crime, as well as protection from prosecution. The economic factor 
is very significant because it is included in a definition of organized crime. In the criminal 
modus operandi are all those illegal activities that can be characterized as highly profitable. 
Also for the organized crime of the utmost importance is chain of supply and demand on the 
black market, in which organized criminal groups act as suppliers of consumer goods and ser-

13  Shelly Louise: Transnational Organized Crime: An Imminent Threat to the Nation−State. Columbia 
Journal of International Affairs, n2, Columbia1995, Internet, http://n.ereserve.fiu.edu/010034785-1.pdf, 
04/07/2016, pp. 7-11
14  Jay Albanese, North American Organised Crime, Global Crime, Vol. 6, Taylor & Francis, 2004, In-
ternet, http://jayalbanese.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/AlbaneseNAorganisedcrimeglobal-
crime.35194323.pdf, 02/07/2016, p.10
15  Mićo Bošković, Organizovani kriminalitet, prvi deo, Policijska akademija, Beograd, 1998, str. 18
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vices deficit. In addition, there are situations when the ban access to certain goods or services 
for which there is demand from a significant number of citizens, are suitable factor for the 
participation of criminal groups in the supply of those goods or services. On the other hand, 
for organized criminal groups are significant inappropriate regulations which enable them 
detection of potential benefits from them. The impact of economic factors on the expression 
of organized crime is related primarily to the economic situation in the countries with poor 
living standards, high demand for certain products and more. Thus, for example, poor eco-
nomic conditions in Eastern Europe and Asia produced for impetus of human international 
trafficking to Western Europe, but also the increasing exploitation women and children by 
organized criminal groups.16 The sharp decline in living standards, widespread unemploy-
ment and rising inflation, among other things is the reason why an increasing number of 
people searching job on the black market, which offers higher amount of money but without 
the possibility to stay there unless there is a willingness to commit a crime. Organized crime 
among other things is based on the “hidden economy” or “shadow economy” which has two 
aspects. The first is the gray market on which the offer products that are not there (or not in 
sufficient quantities), and the other is a black market that offers goods and services that are 
prohibited. On the other hand, the reduction of the shadow economy can contribute to ade-
quate economic and legal measures in order to eliminate its causes, as well as increased use of 
appropriate preventive and repressive measures. Organized and synchronized approach in the 
implementation of adequate measures can influence the direction of the “gray economy” into 
legal economy. In addition, the “gray economy” influences the existence and creation of new 
forms of economic crime. On the illegal market of banned goods and services controlled by 
organized crime special place occupy psychoactive substances. Illegally acquired funds from 
the organized crime represent illegal money that passes through various transactions “money 
laundering”, which later appeared as legitimate money in the flows of legal business. Without 
further elaboration we can define the individual factors that have an impact on the possibility 
of manifestation of organized crime.

These are:
 - living standards (low standard of living encourages involvement in illegal activities),
 - a high demand for products or services (in particular the demand for drugs, protection 

of business, prostitution, etc.)
 - availability of supply of products or services and
 - competitiveness of the market (“low-barrier” and easy access of criminal groups).17

The government has the most important role in fighting all forms of organized crime, 
through appropriate measures which can directly apply principles of legality and equal treat-
ment of all offenders, regardless of their status, social status and power. In allows a higher 
degree of efficiency in combating current forms of organized crime. Insufficient influence 
of the government through legal mechanisms to illegal markets and organized crime enable 
profit from the illegal market and infiltration to society as well as corruption in the govern-
ment structures. Activities of the executive power can be impeded which also enable activities 
of organized crime. In this regard, factors which enable activities of organized crime may in-
clude weak central or local governments which might have difficulties in the implementation 
rule of laws, corruption among political leaders or passed laws which create or expand crim-
inal markets (e.g., laws banning new medicaments, new tobacco taxes or restrictions, chang-
es in the way they are raised taxes on certain products, and the privatization of enterprises 
in the former socialist countries without regulation of privatization). In Russian Federation 
16 Jay Albanese, The Prediction and Control of Organized Crime: A Risk Assessment Instrument for 
Targeting Law Enforcement Efforts, op.cit. p. 13. 
17 Ibid, p.14. 
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during 1990s, lack of transparency, the general corruption and inadequate laws governing 
commercial business resulted in the government which did not have the political will and the 
legal instruments necessary to prevent organized crime. For example, Russian oil is stolen by 
criminals or corrupted managers, and then this oil sold in Rotterdam. Funds from the sale 
were first contained in the companies themselves, and then are deposited in British banking 
system. This criminal project was enabled by the state due to the lack of legislation regulating 
privatization and anti-money laundering (or its absence), existing climate of corruption in 
the business sector, and the existence of banks that were either under the control of organized 
crime or because their interests were not paying special attention to the profile of clients.18 
At the end of the twentieth century, a period of expansion of organized crime in the former 
Yugoslavia, state legislation was inadequate to meet the challenge of organized crime, which 
is at the very least contributed to its expansion. From one point of view, the laws which regu-
lated the mechanisms of business were powerless to prevent the infiltration of illegal into legal 
businesses, government institutions had not been able to fight with the threat of organized 
crime. In addition, the criminal law and criminal procedural law did not include this criminal 
phenomenon, but was evident with the lack of special investigative techniques, special pro-
cedural subjects and powers as well as specialized body to combat organized crime. In these 
circumstances it was difficult to be able to achieve satisfactory results in the field. On the 
other hand the Republic of Serbia had a period of complete confusion in the definition of this 
phenomenon. For three years the law on organization and jurisdiction of state bodies in the 
fight against organized crime changed eight times, with incompliance in the key documents 
defining term organized crime.19 

Scheme No. 1: Smuggling routes in the Balkans 20

The activity of the Government, fighting organized crime can be viewed through:

18 Ibid, p.19 
19 Ignjatović Đorđe: Organizovani kriminalitet u XXI veku-kontroverze i dileme, zbornik radova: Su-
zbijanje organizovanog kriminala kao preduslov vladavine prava, Institut za uporedno pravo i Hanns 
Seidel fondacija, Beograd, 2016, str. 22-23
20 International Crime Threat Assessment, dostupno na: https://fas.org/irp/threat/pub45270chap3.
html#r11 
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 - the efficiency of the state bodies, courts and local government in the implementation 
of the law,

 - fight against corruption 
Historical reasons should be considered for complete understanding of the appearance 

and activities of organized crime in an above mentioned area. Looking to the historical facts 
and criminal heritage the probability of the appearance of different organized crime groups 
will be increased in the future. The long history of smuggling, tax evasion and so increases the 
possibility of appearance of organized crime, which also requires a special attention to them. 
Also, turbulent events from the recent history of the region such as wars or ethnic violence 
and conflicts affect the appearance of organized crime. Historical factors are crucial when 
new laws or regulations should be passed to fight organized crime.21 Cultural factors also have 
huge impact on the appearance and activities of organized crime in a certain area.  Historical 
and cultural factor should be considered in a strategic approach of promotion new social 
values. The important cultural factors for the expression of organized crime on a certain area 
are social tolerance to corruption, abuse of drugs, position and status of vulnerable groups of 
population (women, children) and others. The existence of those factors in a certain area in-
crease the possibility of organized crime activities such as drugs trafficking, prostitution and 
human trafficking. These factors are of specific importance in a preventive approach to the 
organized crime. Therefore it must be taken into consideration in the planning of preventive 
measures. The most obvious impact of cultural factor can be seen in the case of Albania. Al-
banians mostly live in the brotherhoods, which are also the “economic and military unit”, and 
the head of each house there is the master who is also “commander”. Further, the traditional 
ties of the Albanian families and its strict hierarchical patriarchal structure have contributed 
to a certain extent, the expansion of the Albanian organized crime groups in a wider region.22

STRENGTHENING THE CAPACITY OF COUNTRIES 
ON THE CASE OF THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA

The Republic of Serbia is a positive example in the intention of strengthening capacities 
in fight organized crime. The draft of the Law on the Organization and Jurisdiction of Gov-
ernment Authorities in Suppression of Organized Crime and Corruption23 which, inter alia, 
is planned establishment of a liaison and ad hoc groups for fight corruption and economic 
crimes and expert teams for financial forensics. It is anticipated that certain institutions such 
as the Tax Administration, the Tax Police, Customs Administration, National Bank of Serbia 
have their own liaison office with the prosecution. Thus, the State’s intention is to strengthen 
its own capacity, primarily prosecutors, police and the courts for appropriate action in cas-
es of corruption and organized financial crime. The aforementioned could be viewed as the 
fact that in previous activities are identified shortcomings in cooperation and exchange of 
information of state bodies. This is the reason for deploying liaison officers in each state body 
whose jurisdiction related to organized crime and corruption, and which may be evidence in 
future criminal proceedings. Framework for the strengthening capacities should be continu-
ous education of personnel involved in the analysis of the money flow and financial transac-
tions. These are financial professionals who already have special knowledge in the field of fi-
21 Jay Albanese, The Prediction and Control of Organized Crime: A Risk Assessment Instrument for 
Targeting Law Enforcement Efforts, op.cit. p.18 
22 Milan Škulić, Organizovani kriminalitet: pojam, pojavni oblici, krivična dela i krivični postupak, op.cit. 
str. 150-152
23 Sadržaj nacrta Zakona o organizaciji i nadležnostima državnih organa u suzbijanju organizovanog 
kriminala i korupcije, dostupan je na: http://www.mpravde.gov.rs/sekcija/53/radne-verzije-propisa.php  
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nance, accounting, auditing, banking, stock exchange and business operations. As part of the 
planned changes is establishment of task forces which should solve specific complex problems 
or which require a multidisciplinary approach. In accordance, members of the group may 
be, except police officers, officials of other government bodies whose knowledge is needed to 
solve specific cases of organized crime activities. Also is necessary to strengthen citizen’s se-
curity culture. Security culture is one of the most important factors for the security functions 
of the state. Behavior and acceptance of the positive values and the standard of a society have 
huge impact to the strengthening of security culture. Society as a whole decides how to react 
to certain negative phenomena. Additionally, significant is the feeling of the citizens’ to the 
relevant bodies, which are fighting organized crime. If society has built security culture it will 
create conditions for a partnership of citizens and elements of national security.

CONCLUSION

There is no country in the world without existence of certain forms of organized crime; 
the richest countries with a developed judicial and police organization also are facing with 
existence of organized criminal groups. However, the essential problem are the insufficient 
preventive measures in fighting organized crime, a much larger space is given to the repres-
sive measures. Thus, the focus is shifted to the consequences not to roots which produced 
activities of organized crime. On the other hand, preventive approach has much greater sig-
nificance in fighting expression of harmful effects of organized crime. However, successful 
preventive measures are important for determination of the organized crime activities in a 
certain area. Systemized factors in this article represent a reliable basis for their further up-
grading and identifying future conditions that may contribute fight against organized crime 
phenomenon. Although characteristics of the factors are universal, it may be a god starting 
point for further analysis in order to determine their specific content. In this context, special 
list of factors is not exhaustive because it is necessary to take into account the characteristics 
of the certain area to which they relate. Factors are direct related to the possibility of manifes-
tation of organized crime or increase appearance of organized crime in dedicated area, coun-
try or region. Factors may be expressed in a qualitative and quantitative way, in order to make 
comparisons and objective assessment of the problems. In the end, shouldn’t be forgotten that 
fight against organized crime is a complex, lengthy and uncertain mission which requires 
operational experience, specialization and expert knowledge in the application of modern 
techniques and tools. Reasonable expectation is that the competent police authorities, judicial 
authorities and law enforcement institutions pay the greatest attention to this course of action.
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